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The purpose of this note is to show that the order of the antipode

of a Hopf algebra is not necessarily 2, but can be any positive even

integer or infinite.

A coalgebra over a field A is a vector space C over A together with

maps Ô: C—*C®C and e: C—»A satisfying

(8 ® 1)5 = (1 ® 5)5    and    (e ® 1)5 = (1 ® a)5 = 1.

The coalgebra is cocommutative if tb = b, where t: C®C^C®C is

defined by t(c®d)=d®c. A Hopf algebra over A is an associative

algebra H with identity, together with identity-preserving algebra

morphisms b: H—>H®H and e: H-^K which give the underlying

vector space a coalgebra structure. If H is an associative algebra, we

will denote by p: H®H^H the map defined by p(h®k) =hk, and by

r¡:K^>H the map defined by 77(a) =al. An antipode for the Hopf

algebra H is a map 7: H^>H satisfying

p(y ® 1)5 = p(l ® t)5 = t/e.

If there exists an antipode 7 for the Hopf algebra H, then it is unique,

and is a Hopf algebra antiendomorphism. If H is either commutative

or cocommutative, then 72 = 1. (See §8 of [l] for proofs of these

facts.) The < rder of the antipode 7 is the smallest positive integer n

such that 7" = 1, if such an integer exists, and is infinite otherwise.

Since 7 is an antiendomorphism, if 7 has finite order it must have

even order, unless H is both commutative and cocommutative, in

which case 7 may have order 1.

Theorem. If « is a positive even integer or infinite, there exists a

Hopf algebra over R which has an antipode of order n.

Free Hopf algebras over coalgebras. If A is a vector space over A, we

denote by P(A) the tensor algebra of A. Let C with the maps S, e be

a coalgebra. The map C—*T(C) ® T(C) given by c—»5(c) (where we

are identifying C® C with a subspace of T(C) ® T(C) by means of the

usual identification of C with a subspace of T(C)) induces an algebra

morphism bT: T(C)—*T(C)®T(C). Also the map e: C—*K induces an
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algebra morphism eT: T(C)—>K. It is easily seen that T(C) together

with the maps bT and eT is a Hopf algebra, called the free Hopf algebra

on C.

An antiautomorphism of the coalgebra C is a bijective map f : C—*C

satisfying

«f = (f ® D«    and   ef = e.

Given an antiautomorphism of C, consider the ideal IET(C) gener-

ated by all elements of the form

tr(c)l — pT(i ® l)5r(c)    and    tT(c)l — ßT(l ® f)5r(c),

where cECCF(C). It is easily checked that b(I)ET(C) ®I+I®T(C)
and that e(7) =0. This implies that 77(C; f) = T(C)/I together with

the maps 5//, e# induced by br, «r is a Hopf algebra. If k is the unique

antiendomorphism of T(C) satisfying k\ C = f, then k(I)EI, so k

induces a map 7# : 77(C; f)—»77(C; f).
The facts that 7# is an algebra antiendomorphism and that

ßH(yH ® î)5h(c + I) = ai«(1 ® 7h)8jí(c + 7) = t¡Híh(c + 7)

for all cECimply that7# is an antipode for the Hopf algebra 77(C; f).

The Hopf algebra 77(C; f) is called the free Hopf algebra with antipode

on C and f. Denote by r: C—>77(C; f) the composition of the maps

C->F(C)->77(C; f).
Warning. The map it: C—»77(C; f) need not be injective.

The following Proposition is immediate:

Proposition. Let C be a coalgebra, and let f be an antiautomorphism

of C. Then there exist a Hopf algebra H(C; f) with antipode y, and a

morphism of coalgebras ir: C—>77(C; f) with irÇ=yir, such that for every

Hopf algebra 77 with antipode y' and every coalgebra morphism f: C—*H

satisfying 7'/=/f, there exists a unique Hopf algebra morphism

g:H(C;Ç)->HwithgTT=f.

Construction of the example. We prove the Theorem as follows: we

construct a coalgebra C with antiautomorphism f of order « such that

w: C—>77(C; f) is injective. Then 7|tt(C) = 7rf7r_1|7r(C) is of order «,

so that 7 is of order at least «. On the other hand, it is clear that y is

of order at most n.

To construct C and f we construct a finite dimensional algebra A

over R with an antiautomorphism a of order w, and define C = ^4*

= hom(A, R), b = ß', e=r¡\ and $"=tr'..If A has a basis {a,} and a

multiplication table aiaj=^Jmijkak, then b is given explicitly by

b(ak*) = "£,mijka?®af, where {a*} is the basis of C dual to the basis
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{a{}. If 1 = X]e<a„ then e(af)=e<. If <r(a¿) = ^s.-yay, then t(a*)

= ^Sijaf. Thus, in this case H(C; f) can be described as the associa-

tive algebra generated by {a*}, subject to the relations

e> = ¿2 mtkiSjiajak and Z* *m¡iiSkia¡ak.

To prove that r: C—>H(C; f) is injective, it is sufficient to find a

representation p: H(C, f) —>hom(F, V) such that {p(a*)} is linearly

independent.

Let A be the algebra of all 2X2 matrices over R. If « is a positive

even integer, let d = 2ir/n. If « is infinite, let d=air, where a is any

irrational number. Let

U

Define <r: A-*A by a(T)

cos(9/2) sin(0/2)

-sin(0/2) cos(0/2)

U-lT'U, for all TQA. The matrices

a =

X'
0 1

1 0

S'

r =

0

-1

-1

0

1

0

0

1

are a basis for A. With respect to this basis, o-(C') = C, <r(S') = —S',

<r(X') =cos ÖA'+sin 9Y', and <t(Y') = -sin 6>A'+cos 6Y'. It is clear

that the antiautomorphism a is of order «.

Let C, S, X, and F be the basis of C = A* dual to the given basis

of A. We apply the discussion in the second paragraph of this section

to show that H(C; f) is the algebra generated by C, S, X, and F, sub-
ject to the relations

(1) i=C2 + S2+Xy(X)+Yy(Y),
(2) l = C2+52+7(A)A+7(F)F,

0=-CS+SC+Xy(Y)-Yy(X),
0 = CS-SC+y(X)Y-y(Y)X,
0 = Cy(X) +Sy( Y) +XC+ YS,
0 = CX-SY+y(X)C-y(Y)S,
0 = Cy(Y)- 57(A) -XS+ YC,
0 = CY+SX+y(X)S+y(Y)C,

where 7(A) =cos ÖA-sin 0Fand 7(F) =sin OX+cos 9Y.

Some straightforward calculations show that equations (l)-(4) are

equivalent to

(9) XY=YX,
(10) l = C2+S2+cos0(Xi+Y2),

(11) 0 = CS-SC- sin 6(X2 +Y2),

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
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and that the equations (5)-(8) are equivalent to

(12) O = CA+cos0AC-sin0A5,
(13) O = 5A+sin0AC+cos0A5,
(14) O=CF+cos0FC-sin0F5,
(15) O = 5F+sin0FC+cos0F5.

Therefore 77(C; f) is the algebra generated by C, S, X, and Y, subject

to the slightly less formidable relations (9)—(15).

We now define the representation p. Consider the representation of

T(C) on a three dimensional vector space defined by

1 0 0

X-

0 -cose   0

0        0        1

0 0   0

1 0    0

0 0    0

0 0 0

0 -sin0    0

0        0        0

0 0   0

0 0    1

0 0   0

Routine calculations show that this representation preserves the

relations (9)—(15) and so induces a representation p of 77(C; f) on

this vector space. Clearly p(C), p(S), p(X) and p( F) are linearly inde-

pendent if «>2. Therefore the antipode of 77(C; f) has order «.

Q.E.D.
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